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Mandatory Section 11 Safeguarding Audit 2021 – All Camden Schools 

The Children Act 2004 places a statutory obligation on named agencies and individuals to safeguard and promote the welfare of children. 
Section 11 of this Act makes clear to whom this duty applies. In line with this duty Camden Learning has been commissioned by Camden 
Safeguarding Children Partnership (CSCP) to undertake a biennial audit of all Maintained, Independent, Free Schools and 
Academies in Camden to ensure they have effective safeguarding arrangements in place.  

The outcomes will be reported to CSCP, including gaps, strengths, weaknesses as well as any areas for improvement. 

 

Six Sections: 
1. Senior Leadership: Is there commitment from senior leadership to the importance of safeguarding within your school? 
2. Organisational arrangements:  Does your school guidance, policies and procedures clearly outline the responsibilities of staff, 

governors and volunteers to safeguard pupil’s? 
3. Safer recruitment, induction and training: Does your school have safer recruitment, induction and training procedures in place to 

ensure that staff and volunteers are suitable work with pupils? 

4. Safeguarding culture: How does the experience of pupils, staff, volunteers, visitors, governors and the views of families contribute to 

the safeguarding culture of your school? How does the school promote behaviours of tolerance and respect of others, reflecting the 

Equalities act 2010? 

5. Culture of child sexual abuse and harassment in schools: In light of Ofsted review, what guidance is in place at your school on how 

to deal with sexual harassment and violence allegations? 

6. Curriculum: How does the curriculum ensure that all pupils understand about keeping themselves and others safe e.g. on line, 

preventing bullying, prejudice, discrimination, harassment and abuse? 
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Safeguarding Self Assessment Audit for School Leaders 
 

School information 
 

Name of school and designation  
 

Christ Church Praimary School , London NW1, 4BD 

Name and contact details of the Headteacher, Principle, 
Proprietor or equivelant 
 

Paula Aitcheson -Walker 

Name and contact details of Designated Safeguarding Lead 
(DSL) 
 

Paula Aitcheson-Walker and deputy DSL –Amy Stroud 

*Name of governor or equivelant person with safeguarding 

responsibilities 

Julie Nicholls 

Person(s) and role completing the self assessment: 

 
Paula Aitcheson-Walker ( head teacher) 

Date completed 
 

26/5/2021 (Updated November 21) 

 
 

1. Senior Leadership: Is there commitment from senior leadership to the importance of safeguarding within your school? 

 
Key Indicators 

 
Provide examples/ evidence on how your organisation meets this requirement: 

*How does the Governing Body ensure the school 

is fulfilling its statutory requirements for 
safeguarding?.  

The SG Governor visits the school weekly to check on Covid safety and the discusses SG with the 
Head teacher. The school’s safe guarding record is discussed with children remaining anonymous. 
There is a safe guarding section in every Governing body meeting where governors are kept abreast 
of any SG concerns. 

Has the school appointed a member of the senior 
management team as the DSL, and another staff 
member to deputise for them in their absence?  
Are there arrangements in place to ensure staff are 
able to consult with the DSL or DDSL? 

Yes, the Head teacher is the SG lead and the Assistant head and SENDco is the deputy SGL. The 
HLTA is also on this team, managing paperwork and some of the school’s well being phone calls for 
families accessing Early Help and she attends some EH meetings.  
All staff have access to either the DSL or the DDSL at all times. 
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How does the DSL and DDSLs raise awareness of 
the importance of safeguarding practice and 
procedures with staff? 

External certified CP training is given to all staff very two years. There is annual internal training in 
September where the CP and SG polices are reviewed and processes and procedures are also 
covered, including where to find the correct forms). All staff read and sign that they have read the 
KCSiE each year and any changes are highlighted in the September INSET. Induction of new staff and 
volunteers covers SG/CP , including policy and procedure. Four Govenors (including the Chair, the 
Vice Chair and the SG have current Safer Recruitment certificates). The HLTA also holds a current 
safer recruitment certificate. The DSL and the DSL have had advanced SG training delivered by 
Andrew Hall and their certificates are current. The staff also have regular INSETs around SG, the 
NSPCC conduct regular assemblies and all the staff have had Prevent /CEOP training. The school 
nurse also regularly conducts an INSET on specific conditions that our children have e.g. sickle cell 
anaemia, epilepsy and epi –pens etc. 
There is a whole staff briefing and a confidential ‘fragile list’ of children discussed each week so that 
certain children can be held in mind. 

How does the school ensure there is sufficient 
capacity, additional to the DSL, for the school to 
carry out its safeguarding functions effectively, in 
line with KCSiE, school policy and the changing 
context of safeguarding? 

The DDSL is also the assistant head and the SENDco. There is a minuted SLT meeting each week and 
SG is always at the top of the agenda. Therefore all key leaders within the school have a sound 
understaning of the school’s processes and procedures and as does the SG Governor. 

How did the school respond to Covid 19, 
particularly with regards to the visibility of 
vulnerable pupils? 

The school was ‘locked down’ in March 2020.  
-The DSL and deputy DSL examined the school’s pupil list every week to identify children who were 
known to be ‘vulnerable’ or known to Early Help/SG. These pupils were offered places in the ‘lock-
down’ school provision and also included children who had disabled siblings or who had parents with 
significant mental health conditions.  
The school remained open through the Easter holidays and including bank holidays. 
-Children known to SG were rung weekly (sometimes more) and the school used its internal 
knowledge to keep in more regular contact with families they deemed to be vulnerable. Every family 
was rung once a week. Detailed records of these calls were made and SLT scrutinised them each 
week. If there was an urgent concern, the same SG process applied and the case was dealt with 
immediately. 
-A comprehensive Risk Assessment was created using the borough template, which was then sent to 
the Governors and the LA for ratification. 
-A second ‘return to school’ RA was then written (including an appendix in case the school was 
placed into lock down again). The Risk Assesment was reviewd by the SG Govenor each item was 
updated. 
-Parent Hub was also used regularly to communicate with parents. The school rang every family once 
a week to check up on welfare and need.  
-Some staff delivered free school meal hampers to families too afraid to leave their homes and to 
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those families who were shielding.  
-The church provided shopping vouchers to the ‘working poor’ families. The Head canvassed a 
number of charities, companies and organisations and a large, £600 trampoline was gifted to the 
school, a local Residents Association provided a resource pack for every child containing felt tips, 
colouring pencils, rulers, scissors and glues etc.  
-This same organisation bought toys and board games that were delivered to the neediest families 
who were isolating (sometimes at the top of tower blocks and these items were delivered by staff). 
-Another member of the Residents Association organised a large ‘Gails’ bakery delivery to the school 
three times a week so that families had some free, good, quality baked produce.  

• Are any actions required to improve your school’s senior leadership safeguarding arrangements?  
• Are there any areas you need help, advice or support? 

Response: 
Perhaps, the LA should provide very specific, accredited annual SG training ( Zoom or otherwise, with the most current initiatives ) for all Camden staff 
to ensure secure and consistent and up to date knowledge? 
In addition, Advanced SG courses for DSLs as we are currently sourcing these externally and they are very expensive. 
 

2. Organisational arrangements:  Does your school guidance, policies and procedures clearly outline the responsibilities of staff, governors and volunteers to 
safeguard pupils? 

 
Key Indicators 

 

Provide examples on how your organisation meets this requirement: 
Does the school have a current Safeguarding and 
Child Protection policy which is reviewed annually 
and updated in response to changes, in line with  
CSCP procedures and KCSiE guidance? Where is 
this located? 

• Yes, this can be found on the school website. 

• All documents are reviewed each September. 

• All staff sign a document to say that they have read the SG and behaviour policies, as well the 
KCSiE ( which changes) every year, this is document is displayed publically. 

• Paper copies of all of the above are available upon request. 
 

How is the current policy and relevant updates 
communicated to all staff working in the school, 
including those that are agency and/or supply? 

• Annual staff INSET 

• Induction meetings with new staff. 

• INSET when there are local or national changes 

• Supply teachers are given a ‘Supply sheet’ and SG information is highlighted in yellow. 

• There is also a picture of the DSL and the DDSL on public notice boards. 

What procedures are in place to ensure that 
volunteers involved in regulated and non-
regulated activities understand the school’s 

All volunteers have a thorough induction in the school’s SG polices and procedures. They are also 
introduced to the DSL and DDSL. They are also given the supply teachers guide with the SG 
procedures highlighted in yellow.  
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safeguarding policy and their role within it? 

How do you ensure all staff, and other adults 
involved in regulated activities, have read and 

understood Part One of Keeping children safe in 

education 2021 

This is always the first item on the September INSET agenda and all members of staff are required to 
attend.Staff who arrive at the school after Sptember are given his document as part of their induction. 
Staff are required to read the SG documents and updates and every member of staff signs a record of 
having read and understood them which is then displayed in the staffroom.  
 

How is the schools bullying prevention 
approach/policy reflected in the school 
safeguarding practice? 

The school has a strong anti- bullying policy which is regularly reviewed with the children. 
There are regular pupil surveys about bullying and any concerns are acted upon immediately. Anti-
bullying (including education on different types of bullying) is woven through the fabric of the school 
in the language the adults choose to use, the curriculum (especially PSHE and R.E), in assembly and 
within the relationships between staff. 
 

How does the school emphasise Peer on Peer 
abuse to staff and pupils? How does the school 
ensure staff are alert to, and confident in 
addressing incidents of abuse such as bullying, 
physical abuse, sexual violence and harassment?  

This is covered in the regular safeguarding INSETS delivered to the staff. All staff are vigilant. The 
DSL are always available to offer advice over any concerns. 
All incidents are reported in line with the school’s behaviour policy and actions are recorded in the 
behaviour file. 
The LA Peer on Peer policy was shared with all staff in September 2021 and there was a discussion 
on how far reaching this could be. The school reporting docment was also changed to reflect this and 
shared with all staff.  

Has the school a policy statement on the use of 
reasonable force to intervene with or restrain 
pupils, that is part of the behaviour management 
strategy? How is this monitored and communicated 
to staff? 

Yes, the school has a clear ‘Reasonable Force Policy’. On the rare occasions this has been enforced 
the parents are notified verabally and in writing. All incidents are recorded and reflected upon; the 
safeguarding governor is notified of incidences. Personal plans are shared with relevant staff.  
This will be shared and reviewed in the Spring ‘22 cycle of INSETS. 

How does the school support the safeguarding of 
pupils from potentially harmful and inappropriate 
online materials, and people? 

The children have regular online safety lessons and external providers have aslo taught the children 
how to stay safe. All staff have received CEOP training and each week there is an online SG tip for 
parents on the newsletter. 
 

How do you ensure procedures are in place for 
dealing with allegations or concerns about 

safeguarding regarding staff (inc HT), *governors 

and volunteers, and made clear to all 
stakeholders? 

Camden’s stand alone policy was approved by the FGB on 20th October 2021 
The LA Allegations Against Staff policy is referred to as part of the Staff Handbook and reviewed at 
the beginning of each academic year.  
The Staff Handbook (also reviewed in September) outlines the process should a member of staff be 
accused of inappropriate behaviour. Staff understand that the LADO will be contacted if there is an 
allegation against them. 
Staff know that they should contact the Chair of Governors in the first instance, and then the LADO if 
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they have a safeguarding concern regarding the head teacher or the school’s management. 

Is there a staff code of conduct and acceptable use 
policy that clearly outlines the school’s expectations 
in relation to the behaviour of all staff? How is this 
monitored and communicated to staff, including 
whistleblowing procedures? 

Yes, there is. The Staff code of conduct is on the website and it is communicated to staff annually. 
The Whistle Blowing Policy is displayed in two public areas and the staff are aware of it. 
 
 

What systems are in place for recording 
discussions, decisions and actions in respect to 
safeguarding concerns?  

There are clear systems for this. Forms for parental meetings, a Record of Concern form (which must 

be immediately handed to the DSL/DDSL). Discussions are on a need to know basis and could result 

in a consultation with MASH or a SG referral. Records of Concern are updated with actions and next 

steps. A central ‘safeguarding list’ is kept password protected on the school’s network. This lists 

children who are CIN, CP, EH, MASH assessment or who have been known to safeguarding. This list 

is updated weekly as part of the Senior Leadership Team meeting. 

How does the school ensure visitors are aware of 
their obligations regarding safeguarding 
responsibilities and behaviour?  

There is information at the sign-in station directing visitors to the school procedures. Regular visitors 

are inducted into the schools SG procedures. There is a more detailed information sheet in the school 

reception area. 

 

How does the school ensure that arrangements are 
in place for dealing with incidents where children go 
missing from education? 
 

The Head checks the school attendance and works very closely with the office staff monitoring the 
children’s attendance. The school always asks for details of the next school/country that children are 
moving to and then (as much as possible) checks it out as a suitable place for the pupils to move to. 
Children who are ’missing in education ‘or being ‘educated at home’ are immediately reported to the 
borough. 
 

• Are any actions required to improve your  guidance, policies and procedures to safeguard pupils?  

• Are there any areas you need help, advice or support? 
 

Response: 
We would like some clarity on the latest guideline for Disqualification by Association as it seems to be a bit of a grey area. 
 

3. Safer recruitment, induction and training: Does your school have safer recruitment, induction and training procedures in place to ensure that staff and 
volunteers are suitable to work with pupils? 

 

 
Key Indicators 

 
Provide examples on how your organisation meets this requirement: 

The DSL and DDSLs have the required training, The DSL and the DDSL have current advanced CP training as well as Safer Recruitment training. The 
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knowledge, skills and expertise to take leadership 
responsibility for safeguarding arrangements. 
Please provide details. 

training is disseminated and systems may be altered in accordance with new laws and initiatives. 
 
 
 

All staff receive appropriate training about their role 
and responsibilities and are regularly updated via 
DSLs, as required. The school is confident that all 
staff are able to recognise and report abuse and 
harm, including FGM, and this includes induction 
process for new staff and volunteers. 
Please clarify what training has been delivered with 
dates, which training provider your school uses for 
whole school safeguarding training – e.g. external, 
online - and how this is monitored by the school  

This is covered in detail each September, when new initiatives need to be put in place etc. The staff 
also receive external, accredited CP training every two years. Systems for reporting abuse are strong 
and all staff know them well. 
The school have used Babcock training, Andrew Hall and he LA CEOP training was delivered to all 
staff last year. 
The school also have Fire Awareness Safety training every two years. 
The staff have regular medical awreness training. 
CEOP training is built in every two years. 
 

The Headteacher and at least one *Governor or 

equivelant person have completed accredited safer 
recruitment training.  

The Head teacher , the Assistant Head teacher and three Governors (including the Chair, the Vice 
Chair and the SG have current Safer Recruitment certificates). 
Safer Recruitment  (5 Yrs): 
Julie Nicholls (SG Governor) -05.12.2019 
Gill Green (Chair)– 06.06.2019 
Anita Thomas (Vice Chair) – 05.12.2017  
Female Genital Mutilation (FGM)   
Julie Nicholls (SG Governor) 05.07  

Basic SG Awareness: 
Anita Thomas (Vice Chair)– 08.11.2021 
Advanced CP: 
Julie Nicholls  (SG Governor)– booked 14.12.21 
 

The school operates safer recruitment procedures 
and makes sure that all appropriate checks are 

carried out on staff, *governors and volunteers who 

work with children in regulated activities (this 
includes third parties e.g. agency staff, coaches 
and peripatetic teachers)  

Yes, there are strong systems in place. All Governors and volunteers (including online tutors) who 
work with children are subject to a school specific DBS and then added to the SCR. This also applies 
to agency staff and sports coaches. 
 
The SG governor checks this each half term and ‘signs it off’ every term. Helen Ridding (LDBS is 
asked to check /advise annually). 

There is a nominated *governor for safeguarding 

who has undertaken appropriate training and 
receives regular updates from the DSL. How is this 
recorded?.  

Yes, the SG Governor is listed on Governor records and she signs in on her weekly visits. 
 Safer Recruitment  (5 Yrs): 
Julie Nicholls (SG Governor) -05.12.2019 
Female Genital Mutilation (FGM)   
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Julie Nicholls (SG Governor) 05.07  
Advanced CP: 
Julie Nicholls  (SG Governor)– booked 14.12.21 
All SG courses are recorded by the Schools Senior Admin Officer. Updates from the DSL are forwared 
to her by the head and suggested training is sent via Governor Hub. 
 

• Are there any actions required to improve your school’s  safer recruitment, induction and training procedures? 

• Are there any areas you need help, advice or support? 
 

Response: 
 

4 Safeguarding culture: How does the experience of pupils, staff, volunteers, visitors, governors and the views of families contribute to the safeguarding 

culture of your school? How does the school promote behaviours of tolerance and respect of others, reflecting the Equalities act 2010? 

(See also section 5) 

 
Key Indicators 

 
Provide examples on how your organisation meets this requirement: 

How are pupils and young people provided with 
information on where to go for help and advice in 
relation to abuse, neglect, harassment and 
bullying? 
How do you ensure the information is accessable? 
 

There is a SG cycle. The SG and KCSiE is reviewd and updated with staff each year, they then have a 
certified external training every two years, the NSPCC come in every two years to instruct the 
children, the PSHE curriculum covers these themes, the Place2be counsellor speaks to the children 
and holds wokshops. If there is a specific incident, then bespoke lessons will be created. SG tips are 
regularly communicated to parents through Parent Hub or the school newsletter. 
 

How are pupils and their families given the 
opportunity to be listened to and report concerns 
e.g. bullying, abuse?  
How has this influenced school practice and 
procedures? 
 

The Head and the Assistant Head are outside (on the gate) every, single day. The parents/carers are 
clear that they can approach them/ the school to make an appointment and that they will be seen in a 
very timely fashion. Meetings are recorded/minuted and the parent/carer is always provided with a 
time for feedback and updates. 
 

How do you ensure information on safeguarding for 
pupils, families and the wider school community is 
accessible?   

It is on the school website and any changes /updates are communicated through Parent Hub. 
Safeguarding posters, including NSPCC details are displayed in the school foyer. 
 

How does your school promote working with other 
services/ organisations to improve outcomes for 
children? 

The school has a strong history of signposting parents to external organisations such as Early Help, 
Camden Safety Net and Hopscotch etc. The school has always worked closely the LA, SG team and 
the behaviour outreach team. 
 

How does the school ensure the specific This is done through recorded, structured conversations, I.E.Ps, TAFs/TACs, wellbeing phone call 
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safeguarding needs of vulnerable groups of pupils, 
such as looked after children, children with SEND 
etc? 

from the HLTA etc. 
 
. 

How does your organisation ensure that equality 
and diversity values are applied when 
implementing safeguarding procedures? 
 

This is always made clear in the initial advertisement of a job role, promoting diversity and equality. 
There are specific questions around this on interview and  strong systems/INSETs within the school 
to ensure that this is highlighted. 
 

• Are any actions required to improve how the experiences of pupils, staff, visitors, *governors and the views of families contribute to the 

safeguarding culture of your school?  

• Are there any areas you need help, advice or support? 

Response 
Yes, the reinstatment of the half termly LA, MASH  updated of the status of CIN, CP cases in our schools as they are not always commnicated in a timely 
fashion e.g. when cases are closed or have escalated.  

5 Culture of child sexual abuse and harassment in schools: In light of Ofsted review, what guidance is in place at your school on how to deal with sexual 

harassment and violence allegations? 

 
Key Indicators 

 
Provide examples on how your organisation meets this requirement: 

Do you have a policy/guidance in place on sexual 
harassment and violence allegations? Is this a 
stand alone policy/guidance? How is this message 
communicated to all staff? 

Yes, this is covered in the CP policy which is communicated to staff each year. This was updated to 
reflect the KCSiE 21 and in response to the Ofsted Review. Staff made specifically aware of the 
updates in relation to sexual harassment and violence at the September ‘21 INSET. 

How are you assured that staff know where to 
report safeguarding concerns specifically related to 
sexual harassment and violence allegations?  

Staff are aware of the need to be vigilant and that allegations of this nature should be reported using the 
school’s safeguarding procedures. These procedures are updated annually, all staff know who the DSL 
and the DDSL are and how to report discloures or concerns effectively, photos and phone numbers 
(LADO and NSPCC etc.) are displayed in a number of public places around the school. 

In regards to child sexual abuse and harassment, 
what training has been undertaken by: (a) DSL (b) 
Staff  

The DSL and the DDSL have both had certified, advanced training. Staff had external training last year. 
Avanced Safeguarding (3 yrs): 
Paula Walker (Head/DSL)/ Amy Stroud (Deputy head and DDSL) – 12.10.2021 
Denise Cooper (HLTA and SG admin support) – 09.11.2021 
Safer Recruitment (5 Yrs): 
Paula Walker (Head/DSL)/ Amy Stroud (Deputy head and DDSL – 06.06.2019 
Denise Cooper – 01.12.2020 
SG & CP:  All staff – 01.09.2021 
CEOP Training:  All Staff 02.11.2020 
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How does your school create a culture to ensure 
that children and young people are able to report 
concerns of sexual abuse or harassment? 

The culture is established by staff behaviour and attitudes, up to date training and robust systems. 
Children are specifically taught the names of types of abuse, including sexual and they are taught to 
report anything of this nature to a trusted adult or to Childline. 
The school have a Place2be counsellor and ‘worry boxes’ in each class room. The PSHE and RSE 
curriculum also contribute to the children feeling able to report and make disclosure. 

Does your school feel supported by Camden 
partners to respond to allegations of child sexual 
harassment? E.g. police, safer school officers, 
social care, early help, CAMHS, health partners 
etc.’ 

Yes, this is strong and responses from the LA are timely. 

• Are any actions required to address this issue? 

• Are there any areas you need help, advice or support? 
 

Response: 
 
 
 
 

6.  Curriculum: How does the curriculum ensure that all pupils understand about keeping themselves and others safe e.g. on line, preventing bullying, prejudice, 
discrimination, harassment and abuse? 

How are pupils taught about safeguarding and 
keeping safe as part of the curriculum? This 
includes responding to local and national issues.  

The pupils are taught through PSHE, lessons delivered by the NSPCC, online LA training and the 
school Place2be Counsellor. If there is a specic national issue then bespoke lessons are taught. 
 

Secondary – how is your school implementing 
statutory Relationships and Sex Education 
Primary – how is your school implementing 
statutory Relationships Education? 
 

This document was offered up for consultation with the parents/carers/governors before it was rolled 
out and taught in very specific age appropriate lessons. Any questions/concerns arising outside 
these lessons are addressed immediately. 
 
 

• Are any actions required to to improve the school’s curriculum to keep children safe? 

• Are ther any areas you need help, advice or support? 
 

Response: 
 
 

 


